Enrichment for Dogs

Studies have shown that environmental enrichment can reduce stress-related, repetitive (stereotypical) behavior in zoo and laboratory animals. It can also provide an anti-anxiety and therapeutic effect against stressors for animals. Environmental enrichment in companion animals can help prevent unwanted behaviors that can lead to relinquishment to shelters or considerations of euthanasia.

Environmental enrichment can help to improve your relationship with your dog, decrease stress for both you and your pet, and provide mental and physical stimulation to keep your dog healthy and happy.

This document contains some easy tips for using training, toys and activities to engage and stimulate your canine companion.

Training

Training can be a wonderful means of canine-human interaction for dogs of any age. Five minutes of training three times a day provides a structured interaction between you and your dog and helps reinforce the basic commands you use in everyday life: sit, down, come, stay, leave it, off, etc. You can also use this time to teach your dog fun tricks.

Training your dog helps improve your bond and provides a way for you to communicate in a language your dog understands.
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**Puzzle Toys**

Puzzle toys are used as a means of combining the natural reward of feeding with physical and mental stimulation for your dog. Studies have shown that puzzle toys increase exercise and reduce barking. Additional studies in working dogs have shown that using puzzle toys does not reduce dogs’ drive to work and increases their ability to learn through praise.

One of the best uses of puzzle toys is to feed your dog, rather than simply placing their food in a dish. Some of the toys can also be filled with very tasty things (peanut butter, canned dog food, cream cheese, etc.) that your dog might find very exciting, and which have higher “reward” value than dry dog food (unless weight control is an objective). Any of the red, blue or black rubber puzzle toys made by Kong, and the Football and Twist and Treat made by Premier, can have snacks frozen in them, which provides longer-lasting distraction and entertainment for your dog.

Puzzle toys can also be used as a means of distraction when you leave the house, entertaining your dog when human interactions are not available. You can also teach your dog a ‘safe spot’ to use if they get overwhelmed or need a break. Place the puzzle toy in that spot and have the dog stay in that spot to consume the treats or food in the toy.

Using a puzzle toy to feed pets that are confined for prolonged periods while owners are away from home can have additional benefits. They may reduce the anxiety of dogs by ensuring that they perceive the presence of food even in the absence of the owner.

The use of puzzle toys should be monitored the first time a new toy is introduced to ensure that the toy is not being destroyed and consumed. The use of puzzle toys in a household with multiple dogs should also be closely monitored to ensure the dogs do not guard these toys from one another.

Some of the many puzzle toys available

**Kong Toys**

- Biscuit Ball
- Classic
- Stuff-A-Ball
- Wobbler

**PetSafe Busy Buddy Toys**

- Bouncy Bone
- Kibble Nibble
- Twist ‘n Treat
- Tug-a-Jug

**Planet Dog**

- Mazee
- Snoop

**Other**

- Everlasting Fun Ball
- Dog Pyramid
- Buster Cube
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How to use Puzzle Toys

Toys you fill with dry dog food: Buster Cube, Dog Pyramid, Everlasting Fun Ball, Kibble Nibble*, Kong Wobbler*, Mazee, Snoop, and Tug-a-Jug

1. Fill these toys with the appropriate amount of your dog's dry dog food to keep it in a healthy body condition.
2. Place a small amount of something very tasty at the opening in the toy where the dry dog food comes out (peanut butter, cream cheese, canned dog food, etc.) and offer the toy to your dog.
3. As long as your dog shows interest in the puzzle toy, place the toy on the ground and let your dog start to lick it and move it around with his nose. If your dog does not show interest in the puzzle toy, you may need to try something else that is tasty at the opening where the dry dog food comes out.
4. If your dog loses interest in the puzzle toy before emptying all of the dry dog food from it, try dumping some of the dry food out of the toy in front of your dog. See if you can get him to resume interest in getting the dry dog food out of the toy.

   If this does not work, you may need to place something very tasty at the opening of the toy again, to remind your dog that the puzzle toy is very interesting and that tasty things come from the toy.
5. If your dog still does not show interest in the puzzle toy, you can try loading it with high-value foods instead of dry dog food. Transition to dog food once your dog understands how the toy works.

Toys you fill with things other than dry dog food: All Kong toys (except the Wobbler), Twist and Treat, Bouncy Bone (comes with its own treats)

1. Fill the puzzle toy with something tasty. Many people use dry dog food or hard treats mixed with canned dog food, cream cheese, peanut butter, gravy or chicken broth, depending on the toy and the dog’s preferences.
2. Offer the puzzle toy to your dog. As long as your dog shows interest in licking the tasty treat out of the toy, place it on the ground and let your dog move it around to attempt to get the treat out.
3. If your dog loses interest in the puzzle toy before finishing the treats inside, pick the toy up and offer it again a few minutes later. See if your dog shows renewed interest in eating the treats from the toy. You may find that you need to use a different tasty treat if your dog is not excited about the treat you have chosen.

*The Kibble Nibble and Kong Wobbler can be opened up for you to feed your dog directly from the open toys rather than a food bowl. You can do this for several meals to teach your dog that playing with puzzle toys will reward them with their food.
Activity had been shown to increase the ability of an animal’s brain to function, decrease mental decline associated with aging and increase learning in dogs. Increasing the activity level of laboratory animals has been shown to decrease unwanted behaviors.

Activity provides a structured outlet for energy and mental stimulation for your dog. There are many forms of activity you can share with your dog that do wonders for your dog’s physical and mental health, including:

- Structured classes
- Off-leash time in a safe, green space so your dog can play at “dog speed" with other dogs
- Play in your own backyard or a dog park
- Leashed walks.

Simply letting your dog out into your yard does not ensure that activity will happen; many dogs will just stand in the yard and wait to be let back into the house. Try to ensure that your dog is actually running around and that you provide some means of mental stimulation in addition to the physical stimulation of movement. Examples of this include:

- Hang a rope or inner-tube from a branch or other item in the yard for the dog to play tug
- Make a sand box by sectioning off a four to five foot square area in your yard
- Buy a child’s wading pool and fill it with sand or dirt. If the dog enjoys both water and digging, you can alternate the substrate in the pool each week.

Consider the following activities to enjoy with your dog.

**Walking/Running**

Taking your dog for a walk or a run provides both physical exercise and mental stimulation. It can also be a bonding experience for you and your dog. It provides direct interactions and a forum to practice basic obedience and communication skills. Remember that jogging or running with your dog doesn’t replace allowing your dog time to follow its nose, to explore paths that aren’t on your route, or to interact with other dogs, if your dog is appropriate in such interactions.

**Obedience**

Basic and advanced obedience training classes are available at most training centers. There are also trainers that will do in-home training if your dog is not a good candidate for group classes. Obedience training is a wonderful, interactive experience for you and your dog and can be done with dogs of any age. Obedience classes should be completely positive-reinforcement based, ensuring that the interactions you have with your dog while training are fun for both of you.

**Agility**

Agility is a great form of exercise for dogs that have the inclination to jump, get on and off surfaces, crawl under things or that have a high working drive. It is highly structured and very physical. It is a great form of exercise for anxious or high energy dogs and is a physical activity that can be fun for you as well. You can acquire agility equipment to use at home if your dog is not a good candidate for a group learning environment.

**Flyball**

Flyball is a great form of exercise for dogs that really like to carry a toy in their mouth. It is highly structured and very physical. It can be a great form of exercise for anxious or high energy dogs. This activity is great if you like the idea of a competition sport but you or your dog do not have interest in agility.

**Sheep Herding**

Herding is a great form of exercise for dogs that like to keep everyone and everything together in one space. It is another great form of exercise for anxious or high energy dogs, as long as they interact well with the animals they are herding. It is also a great way to spend structured time with your dog outside that provides physical and mental stimulation for both of you.

**Frisbee**

Frisbee is a great form of exercise for dogs that like to jump and who can grab toys while they are in the air. It is another great form of exercise for anxious or high energy dogs. Try Frisbee if you want to be actively involved in the activity with your dog – you can learn to throw a Frisbee while you teach your dog to catch!
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